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Abstract
There is a strong trend towards integrating portable

computers within existing data networks. Traditional net-
work protocols were designed assuming a static view of
network connectivity. Amobile hostcan connect to the
network from different locations at different times. This
has led to the emergence of a new set of problems with
regard to addressing schemes and network protocols for
accommodating mobility within existing networks. This
paper presents a protocol for delivering a multicast mes-
sageexactly onceto a group of mobile destinations. The
protocol is based on a system model derived from an ar-
chitecture developed in [5] for mobile internetworking,
relying on “mobile support stations” within the fixed net-
work to communicate with mobile hosts.

1. Introduction

There has been considerable interest recently to extend
data networks to handle mobility with the aim of provid-
ing continuous network connectivity to mobile hosts in
spite of a change in their location. To handle mobile
hosts, the fixed network is augmented withmobile sup-
port stations/base stationsthat act as access points to the
fixed network for the mobile hosts. Research on the nec-
essary software support required to handle mobility has
focussed on addressing schemes and routing [5, 2, 7, 9],
distributed file systems for mobile clients [8, 6] and han-
dling database queries in mobile distributed environments
[4]. So far, the work on addressing schemes and routing
for mobile hosts has concentrated on how to assign ad-
dresses to mobile hosts so that IP-based protocols may be
used for routing messages to asinglemobile host. Using
an abstract model of the architecture developed in [5] for
mobile internetworking, this paper presents a protocol
for efficiently multicasting a message to multiple mo-
bile destinations. The M_CAST protocol presented here,
ensures that a multicast message will be delivered to a
mobile destinationexactly onceeven though it may move
a

1 This work was supported in part by the NSF under grant IRI-
90101174 and is a component of theDATAMAN project at Rutgers,
which addresses issues of data management in wireless mobile com-
puting.

to different mobile support stations during the execution
of the protocol. Applications of this protocol include
delivery of a mail message to a group of mobile users
according to a distribution list associated with the mail.

Briefly, the architecture presented in [5] for mobile in-
ternetworking is as follows. The term “mobile” implies
able to move while retaining its network connections[5].
A host that can move while retaining its network con-
nections is amobile host (MH). The infrastructure ma-
chines that communicate directly with the mobile hosts
are calledmobile support stations(MSS). Acell is a logi-
cal or geographical coverage area under a MSS. All MHs
that have identified themselves with a particular MSS as
belonging to its cell, are considered to belocal to the
MSS. A MH candirectly communicate with a MSS (and
vice versa) only if the MH is physically located within the
cell serviced by the MSS. To communicate a datagram to
another MH that is not in the same cell, the source MH
contacts its local MSS which forwards the datagram to
the local MSS of the target MH over the wired network.
The receiving MSS then transmits the message over the
wireless network to the target MH. At any given instant
of time, a MH may belong to only one cell. The MSS
beacon protocolis executed whenever a MH moves to a
new cell. Addressing schemes for mobile hosts and rout-
ing protocols for (unreliable) delivery ofpoint-to-point
messages are presented in [5].

The system model that we use in this paper (Fig. 1),
is derived from the architecture of [5] described above.
This model consists of two distinct sets of entities: a
large number of mobile hosts and a set of fixed hosts,
some of which act as mobile support stations. Each
MSS is capable of directly communicating with mobile
hosts located within its cell via a wireless medium. All
fixed hosts and the communication paths between them
constitute thestatic/fixednetwork. Each MSS and the
local MHs within its cell form a “wireless” network.
Thus, based on the architecture of [5], our model consists
of a static network along with a wireless network attached
to each MSS that allows direct communication between
a MSS and the MHs located within its cell. However,
our system model diverges from the architecture of [5]
by assuming that the fixed network guarantees reliable,
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sequenced delivery of messages between any two MSSs,
with a finite but unbounded message latency; similarly,
the wireless network within the local cell of a MSS,
ensures fifo delivery of messages from the MSS to a
local MH. When a MH moves from one cell to another,
a hand-offprocedure is executed by the MSSs of the two
cells. A MH is associated with a fixed address, itsid,
regardless of its location in the network. Lastly, all static
and mobile hosts and communication links are assumed
to be reliable.
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Using the above system model for incorporating mo-
bile hosts within a static network, we first identify the
problems in delivering a multicast message exactly once,
that arise due to the mobility of its recipients. We then
present M_CAST, a protocol that delivers a multicast
messageexactly onceto a specified set of destination
MHs.

2. Motivation

We now consider some of the issues that are unique to
a mobile computing environment. Due to limitations of
memory, computing power and battery life at a portable
computer, it is desirable that the computation required at
a MH be kept to a minimum in any protocol execution.
The MH should only be required to send and receive
datagrams in sequence from its local MSS. A portable
computer may not have a hard disk (e.g. palmtops,
laptops) and since it may be powered off at arbitrary
times by the user (especially, when not in use to lower
power consumption), the necessary state information for
a MH needs to be maintained at the local MSS and not
at the MH itself. Further, a MSS should be required to
maintain the state information of only those MHs that are
currently located within its cell; it need not keep track of
the location (and state information) of any non-local MH.

Besides these inherent constraints of mobile comput-
ing, the problem of delivering a multicast messageexactly

onceto mobile destinations stems from two factors: first,
the same MH may connect to the fixed network from
different MSSs at different times, and secondly, copies
of the same message sent over the wired network from a
common (fixed) source may reach its destination MSSs at
different times due to network latency. As an illustrative
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example (Fig. 2), consider the delivery of a multicast
messageM sent from MSS2. The intended recipients
of M are the MHsh1, h2, h3 and h4. Initially, h1 is
local to MSS3, h4 is local to MSS5, and MHsh2 and
h3 are local toMSS4. Assuming that this information is
available atMSS2, it forwards a copy ofM (along with
a list of intended recipients,Dests(M)) over thefixed net-
work to just those MSSs that handle at least one of the
target MHs, i.e.MSS3, MSS4 andMSS5. Each recip-
ient MSS is now responsible for forwardingM over its
wireless cell to those local MHs that belong toDests(M).

– Due to network latency,M is delivered toMSS4 after
h3 moved away toMSS5’s cell. However, by the
time h3 moved intoMSS5’s cell, MSS5 had already
receivedM and had deliveredM to its local MHs, viz.
h4. Thus, due to a change in its location, a mobile
host such ash3 may totally miss receiving a copy of
M, even though the respective MSSs at its current and
previous cells receive a copyM.

– Consider the MHh2. When M reachedMSS4, h2
was local to its cell and was forwarded a copy ofM.
Then,h2 moved into the cell underMSS3, which did
not receiveM over the fixed network by that time. On
receipt ofM, MSS3 will forward a copy toh2, since
h2 is a localMH that is included inDests(M). Thus,
M may be delivered more than once toh2.

– WhenM reachesMSS5, it is delivered toh4 over the
local wireless network. At this time, in spite of the
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fact that there are no intended recipients ofM within
the local cell (that haven’t receivedM), M cannot be
deleted from the local buffer atMSS5. This is because
an intended recipient ofM, such ash3, may move into
the local cell at a later time without having received
a copy of M at a previous MSS. This also begs the
question as to how long a multicast message needs to
be buffered at a MSS. Thus, a recipient MSS needs
to be explicitly informed by the multicast protocol to
delete a message such asM from its local buffer, after
it has been ensured that every MH inDests(M)has
received a copy ofM.

– MSS2 did not send a copy ofM to MSS1 since,
according to the information atMSS2, no intended
recipient of M was local toMSS1. However, h1
moved to the cell underMSS1 before M reached
MSS3. This points to the need for sending a copy
of M to all MSSs; since the mobility of a MH can not
be predicted a priori, it might move to any cell.

Here, we assumed that the sender of the multicast mes-
sage, MSS2 has up-to-date information regarding the
current location of each intended recipient ofM, while
transmitting the message to prospective MSSs. It is not
always possible to maintain up-to-date information atev-
ery MSS regarding the location ofeach MH. Further,
as the example suggests, the location of the intended
destinations may have changed by the time the message
reaches the individual MSSs. Thus, a sender MSS has
two options: (a) send a copy of the messageM to all
MSSs, which will then forward it to appropriate local
MHs or, (b) use apoint-to-pointmessage delivery proto-
col to individually deliver copies to each mobile destina-
tion. The M_CAST protocol presented here, is based on
option (a). Before presenting M_CAST, we next consider
the second option, which essentially simulates multicas-
ting by unicasting copies of the same message to every
destination.

First, note that since a copy of the message will be sent
to many MSSs, the same physical link between two fixed
hosts may be traversed many times, each time by a differ-
ent copy of the same message. The work of propagating
the same message to multiple (fixed) destinations over the
static network, can be reduced by arranging the destina-
tions into a spanning tree; this requires that the message
be addressed to the set of destinations as a whole, in-
stead of executing a message delivery protocol for each
destination. Additionally, in a system with mobile hosts,
simulating a multicast by multiple unicasts, one for each
intended recipient, may well incur a much higher mes-
sage overhead than for networks with only static hosts.
To see why, consider the mechanism presented in [5] for
(unreliable) delivery of a messageM from a MH h to
another MHk that is not in the same cell, but within the

samecampus. M is first transmitted to the local MSS,
MSSh, which then assumes responsibility for delivering
M to k. If MSSh knows the id of the MSS, viz.MSSk,
currently handling the MHk, then it suffices to sendM
over the fixed network toMSSk which can then deliverM
to k over the local wireless network. However, consider
the following situations:
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– If k moves to another cell underMSSl, then MSSk

maintains a forwarding pointer toMSSl in its cache.
In this case, on receivingM, MSSk forwards M to
MSSl. It is possible that for a highly mobile host,M
may be forwarded through multiple pointers. In fig.
3, this is illustrated byh1 moving from the local cell
of MSS3 to that ofMSS1. WhenMSS3 receivesM
addressed toh1, it forwards M to MSS1, since the
forwarding pointer forh1 (pointing to MSS1) is still
presentMSS3’s cache.

– WhenM is received atMSSk, if the forwarding pointer
to MSSl (for messages intended fork) is no longer in
its cache, thenM is sent back toMSSh. In fig.3, this
situation occurs whenM addressed toh2 is received
at MSS4. Since the forwarding pointer forh2 is no
longer present in the cache,M is returned back to
MSS3 as undeliverable.

As is evident from above,M is further redirected from the
recipient MSS in both cases. A much heavier penalty is
incurred in terms of message overhead, whenMSSh does
not have a forwarding pointer for the targetMH k in its
cache, or whenM is returned back as undeliverable, as
from MSSk above. Now,MSSh has to contact every
MSS (only within the samecampus) to find out the
current location ofk. It is also conceivable that this
information is outdated by the time it reachesMSSh

especially if the network latency is considerable (e.g. if
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the MH has moved to a new location in the meantime).
This could lead to another round of multicast (over the
fixed network) byMSSh, and so on. Finally note that this
message overhead is incurred just to deliver a message
to a singledestination; the overhead multiplies when the
message delivery protocol is repeatedly executed, once
for each destination.

3. The M_CAST protocol

3.1 Overview

The M_CAST protocol is initiated from a MSS to de-
liver a messageM to Dests(M), a set of destination MHs,
with the guarantee that the message be delivered to each
destination exactly once. The MSS initiating an execu-
tion of the protocol to deliverM will be referred to as
the initiator, or MSSM_init. Each MSS maintains its own
local counter to assign sequence numbers to multicast
messages initiated by it, which is incremented whenever
it initiates a new execution of M_CAST.M_id refers to
the message-id ofM; it consists of the initiating MSS’s id,
M_init, concatenated with the sequence number,M_seq,
assigned toM by its initiator. A MH may also invoke
an execution of M_CAST: in this case, the local MSS
initiates the protocol on behalf of the MH.

An execution of M_CAST consists of three distinct
interactions, each handled by a different module. The
WIRED module handles the initial exchange of control
messages over the fixed network between theinitiator
and the participant MSSs. The WIRELESS module
schedules transmission of the multicast messages over
the wireless cell to its local MHs and informs the initiator
(over the fixed network) of the list of local MHs to which
a multicast message has been delivered. When a MH
moves from one cell to another, the HAND-OFF module
transfers state information associated with the MH, from
the MSS of the previous cell to that of the new cell.

All messages exchanged between MSSs over the fixed
network are assumed to be delivered in sequence with a
finite, but arbitrary delay. Each MSS is equipped with
a wireless interface to communicate with mobile hosts
within its local cell; this interface is responsible for de-
livering messages in sequence to a local MH using proto-
cols appropriate for the specific wireless communication
medium in use. All three M_CAST modules use the
wired network interface of a MSS to exchange messages
over the static network; additionally, the WIRELESS
module relies on the wireless interface to send messages
to local MHs, and receive notification from the wireless
interface on delivery of such a message to a local MH.
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The basic idea behind M_CAST is simple. The proto-
col associates an arrayh_RECD[1. . .N] with every MH
h, which is keptonly with the local MSS. This array
records the sequence number of the next multicast mes-
sage from each of theN MSSs in the system, that might
includeh as a recipient. The HAND-OFF module hands
over this array to the MSS of the new cell when a MH
switches its cell. When a messageM is received at the
local MSS fromMSSi and its sequence number,M_seq,
is equal toh_RECD[i], then it is delivered toh over the
local wireless cell andh_RECD[i] incremented ifh is
listed in Dests(M). If h is not included inDests(M), then
h_RECD[i] is incremented without deliveringM to h. In
fig.4, M_CAST is initiated fromMSS2 to deliver M to
the MHsh1 andh2. Let the sequence number assigned to
M by MSS2 be 0. In (a),M is forwarded toh1 by MSS1
on receipt ofM, sinceM_seqequalsh1_RECD[M_init].
If h1 was not included inDests(M), then MSS1 would
simply incrementh1_RECD[2] on receipt ofM. In (b), h2
moves to the local cell ofMSS1 having already received
M from MSS2. Sinceh2_RECD[2] is now greater than
M_seq, MSS2 does not deliverM to h2 for a second
time. In (c),h1 moves into the local cell ofMSS2 with
h_RECD[2] equal to 0; thus,MSS2 deliversM to h1.

M_CAST is a two-phase protocol. In the first phase,
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the initiating MSS sends a copy of a messageM and
Dests(M), a list of destination MHs, to all MSSs over
the fixed network. Each recipient MSS is responsible for
forwardingM over its wireless network to the local MHs
that belong toDests(M). A recipient MSS then sends a
reply message to the initiating MSS containing an ack
for every local MH to which it could deliver a copy of
M. Since a destination MH may already have received
a copy of M in an earlier cell, a recipient MSS must
deliver M to only those local MHs listed inDests(M)
that have not received it in a previous location. On the
other hand, a MH listed inDests(M)might move into
a new cell, without having receivedM in any previous
cell. However, in the new cell, the MSS may already
have deliveredM to its local MHs. Thus, a MSS needs
to keepsM “live” (even though it my have delivered
it to its local MHs) till it is notified by the initiator to
do so otherwise. When the initiator receives an ack for
every destination MH, it informs all MSSs to deleteM
from their respective message buffers, i.e.M is no longer
“live” since it is no longer possible that a MH will move
into a new cell without having received a copy ofM.

To multicast a message from a fixed host to a group of
destinations, which include both fixed and mobile hosts,
a copy of the message is first sent via the fixed network
to each static destination. A copy of the message along
with a list of mobile destinations is then sent to some
MSS; this MSS invokes M_CAST to deliver the message
exactly once to each mobile destination. To multicast a
message from a MH, the message is first forwarded to the
local MSS. This MSS sends a copy of the message to each
static destinations via the fixed network, and then invokes
M_CAST to deliver the message to mobile destinations.

3.2 Data structures

At MSSi, the list of MHs that are local to its cell
is maintained asLocali . An arrayh_RECD[1. . .N] with
each element initially set to zero, is maintained for every
local MH h. The significance of the valueh_RECD[j]
is that any messageM multicast fromMSSj with a se-
quence number less thanh_RECD[j] has been delivered
to h if Dests(M)includedh. The text of a multicast mes-
sageM together with a list of local MH ids,ack_listi (M),
that have acknowledged receipt ofM, is kept inbufferi ;
this is later deleted on receipt ofdelete(M)message from
MSSM_init. A queue of multicast message-ids and their
target local MHs are kept intransmiti ; the wireless inter-
face is responsible for transmitting these messages over
the local cell to the corresponding MHs, and notify the
WIRELESS module on successful delivery of a message
to a local MH.

MSSi keeps track of the sequence number of the most
recently received multicast message from each MSS in an

array,mss_recdi [1. . .N], with each element initially set to
zero. The significance of the valuemss_recdi [j] is that the
sequence number of the next multicast message expected
from MSSj is mss_recdi [j]; all multicast messages with
a lower sequence number have been received (over the
fixed network) atMSSi.

The data structures are shared by all the three modules
of M_CAST. To ensure consistency of the data structures,
it will be assumed that a module will lock all shared data
structures, perform relevant updates and then release the
lock.

3.3 WIRED module

To initiate an execution of M_CAST for a messageM,
the WIRED module atMSSM_init executes the following
actions:

1. Send a message over the wired networkmulticast(text
of M, Dests(M), M_id)to all MSSs (including itself).

2. Create an empty list, ack_recd(M). For each
ack_listi (M) received fromMSSi, the ids of the MHs
listed inack_listi (M) are added toack_recd(M). When
ack_recd(M)equalsDests(M), a delete(M)message is
sent to all MSSs.

On receipt ofmulticast(M), the WIRED module of a
recipient MSS, sayMSSi, executes as follows :

1. Incrementmss_recdi [M_init].

2. M is inserted inbufferi along with Dests(M). A list,
ack_listi (M), initially empty, is also associated with
M to keep track of the local MHs that have acknowl-
edged receipt ofM.

3. Create a listlocal_dests(M), initially empty.

a. 8h 2 Locali , if (h_RECD[M_init] = M_seq)
then

if (h 2 Dests(M))
then inserth in local_dests(M)
else incrementh_RECD[M_init]

else
if (h_RECD[M_init] > M_seq) and
(h 2 Dests(M))

then deleteh from Dests(M)

b. If local_dests(M)is not empty, then insert<M_id,
local_dests(M)>in transmiti , i.e. M is enqueued
for transmission2 over the wireless network to all
local MHs listed in local_dests(M). The transmiti
queue is kept sorted in increasing order of message
sequence numbers, with ties broken in favour of
the one with a higher initiator-MSS id. Thus,M_id
a

2 The wireless medium is physically a broadcast medium and therefore,
a single message transmission should be targeted at as many local
destinations as possible.
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is used to correctly insert<M_id, local_dests(M)>
in transmiti .

4. Upon receipt of thedelete(M)message atMSSi, the
entry (text of M, Dests(M), M_id, ack_listi (M)) is
deleted frombufferi .

Wireless interface : The wireless interface is not strictly
a part of M_CAST. However, its role needs to be de-
fined in the overall context of the protocol. First, it looks
up the entry, say<M_id, local_dests(M)>, at the head
of transmiti and transmitsM over the wireless network
to local_dests(M). The wireless medium is capable of
supporting broadcast transmissions; however, M_CAST
does not specify whetherM is sent in the local wireless
network via point-to-point messages to each destination
MH or as a broadcast transmission to all local MHs out
of which only those listed inlocal_dests(M)pick up the
message and respond with an ack. On receipt of such
an ack, the wireless interface notifies the WIRELESS
module.

The wireless interface is thus responsible for deliver-
ing messages to MHs in sequence using protocols suitable
to the specific wireless medium in use.

3.4 WIRELESS module

The wireless interface notifies the module of a suc-
cessful delivery of a messageM to a MH h within the
local cell of MSSi, resulting in the following updates :

1. Delete h from local_dests(M) in transmiti ; if lo-
cal_dests(M)now becomes empty, then the entry
<M_id, local_dests(M)>is removed fromtransmiti .
Inserth in ack_listi (M);
Incrementh_RECD[M_init].

2. If the condition

Dests(M)
T

Locali � ack_listi (M) and
ack_listi (M) 6= ;

is satisfied, then at the present time, there are no
local MHs that belong toDests(M)and have not yet
received a copy ofM. Further, there is atleast one local
MH whose ack has not been sent back to the initiator.
A message containingack_listi (M) is now sent to
MSSM_init and the lists,Dests(M)and ack_listi (M),
are re-initialized as :

a. Dests(M) := Dests(M)— ack_listi (M)
i.e. the copy ofDests(M)stored inbufferi no longer
contains those localMHs to which M has been
delivered.

b. ack_listi (M) := ;

At a participant,MSSi, the updates toDests(M)by
the WIRED and WIRELESS modules are performed
on a copy ofDests(M) kept in bufferi . Since the
initiator MSS is also a participant (it receives a copy
of multicast()), the WIRED module atMSSM_init must
perform both as the initiator and a participant; the
WIRED module in the initiator mode uses a private
(read-only) copy ofDests(M).

3. while (mss_recdi [M_init] > h_RECD[M_init])
{ Let M’ denote the message fromMSSM_init with
sequence numberh_RECD[M_init].

if M’ 2 bufferi and h 2 Dests(M’)
then if transmiti contains an entry<M’_id, lo-
cal_dests(M’)>, add h to local_dests(M’); else such
an entry is inserted intransmiti with local_dests(M’)
initialised toh.
Exit while loop.
elseh_RECD[M_init] is incremented. }

3.5 HAND-OFF module

This module relies on thebeacon protocolof [5] to
detect that a new MH has moved into a cell. Each MSS
periodically broadcasts its identity (beacon) in the local
cell. When a MH receives a beacon packet different from
the previous packet it received, it responds with agreeting
message to the new MSS containing its own identity and
the identity of the MSS of the previous cell. The MSS
then acknowledges receipt of thegreetingmessage to the
new MH.

Using the beacon protocol, the HAND-OFF module
first detects the entry of a new MHh in the local cell
of MSSi. Then,MSSi sends aderegister(h)message to
MSSj, the MSS previously handlingh. On delivery of
this message, the HAND-OFF module atMSSj executes
as follows:

1. The WIRELESS module may have delivered mes-
sages toh before it left the cell, but for which the cor-
responding updates to theh_RECD array (atMSSj)
hadn’t been completed. The HAND-OFF module
waits till the updates to theh_RECD array (corre-
sponding to the messages already delivered toh) are
completed. Note that since no new messages can be
delivered toh in MSSj’s cell, the number of pending
updates toh_RECD array are bounded.

2. If any entry intransmitj , say for messageM’ , contains
h in its local_dests(M’)list, thenh is deleted from the
list; if such an entry is at the head oftransmitj , then
the wireless interface is also informed ofh’s departure
from the local cell given that it is no longer possible
to deliver any message toh in this cell. The entire
entry is removed iflocal_dests(M’)becomes empty
due to h’s deletion.
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3. Send a messageregister(h, h_RECD) to MSSi; then
delete the arrayh_RECD[] and removeh from Locali .

The HAND-OFF module atMSSi takes the following
actions on delivery ofregister(h, h_RECD) :

1. 8M’ 2 bufferi
if h 2Dests(M’)and M’_seq< h_RECD[M’_init ]
then deleteh from Dests(M’)

2. for k = 1 to N do
while (h_RECD[k] < mss_recdi [k]) do
if bufferi contains a messageM such that
M_init = k and M_seq= h_RECD[k] and
h 2 Dests(M)
then

if transmiti contains an entry<M_id, local_dests(M)>
then h is inserted inlocal_dests(M)
else<M_id, local_dests(M)>is inserted intransmiti ,
with local_dests(M)initialised to containh.

else incrementh_RECD[k]
3. Insert h in Locali , and install theh_RECD array

received with theregister() message, in the system
structures.

4. Correctness

Assumptions : It is possible that a MH that changes its
cell so frequently that it does not reside within a cell long
enough to receive any (multicast) message transmissions
over the local wireless network. We introduce the follow-
ing realistic assumption to eliminate such an occurrence :

If for a given mhh, every MSS has at least one “de-
liverable” messageM in its buffer (not necessarily the
same message), i.e.

a
a

aa h_RECD[M_init] = M_seqand
a
a

aa h 2 Dests(M)
then,h may make only a finite number of moves without
receiving any “deliverable” message.

Multicast messages are transmitted over the wireless
cell in the order in which they are inserted in thetransmit
list. It is assumed that these messages are received in the
same sequence at a target MH. Before a MH moves away
from its current cell, it is required that it acknowledge
receipt (to the local MSS) of all those multicast messages
that it received within this cell.

Correctness sketch : First, note that a messageM will
eventually be received by every MSS and will be kept in
their respective buffers till an explicitdelete(M)message
is received. Thisdelete() is sent by the initiator MSS
only after it has received an ack for the delivery ofM to
every MH listed inDests(M).

Second,M is delivered to a MHh only if h belongs
to Dests(M)and h_RECD[M_init] = M_seq, i.e. it is

“deliverable”. On delivery ofM to h, the local MSS
incrementsh_RECD[M_init]. Consequently, even ifh
were to move away to a new cell after acknowledging
receipt ofM, theh_RECD[] array will be handed over to
the MSS of the new cell only afterh_RECD[M_init] has
been updated, i.e. the updatedh_RECD[] array received
at the new cell as part of handoff, makes it known to
the new MSS thath has already receivedM. Thus, the
role of h_RECD[] is to ensureatmost oncedelivery of a
multicast message toh.

Finally, consider how could it be that a messageM
is never be delivered to a target mhh. Assume that a
copy of M is present at every MSS and is “deliverable”.
Earlier, it was stated that a mh may change its cell only
a finite number of times without picking upany “deliver-
able” message. Then, without violating this assumption,
the only way through whichM never gets to be delivered
to h is if it were to always pick up deliverable messages
other thanM, i.e. M is “starved out”3. To prevent such
an occurrence, the HAND-OFF module always sched-
ules the transmission of messages “deliverable” toh in
increasing order of messages sequence numbers (either
by addingh to local_dests(M)in an existing entry for
M in the transmitqueue, or by inserting a new entry for
M). To facilitate this process, the WIRED module also
inserts entries to thetransmit queue in increasing order
of message-ids; this ensures that, at a later time, ifMH
h were to enter a cell and messagesM and M’ were
both “deliverable” toh with M_seq < M’_seq, then the
HAND-OFF module will not encounter a situation where
M’ is ahead ofM in the transmitqueue. Thus, M_CAST
ensures that, once a messageM has been received by
every MSS, it will be delivered to a target MH before
the delivery of any message (to the same MH) with a se-
quence number greater thanM_seq. This ensuresatleast
once delivery ofM while the use ofh_RECD array guar-
anteesatmost oncedelivery: together, M_CAST ensures
exactly oncedelivery of multicast messages.

5. Performance issues

In a single execution of M_CAST, the initiator must
send amulticast()message and later adelete()message
to all MSSs; this requires2N messages over the fixed
network. Additionally, a participant MSS replies to the
initiator with ack_list() messages. ForMSSi to send a
a

3 Mobility of recipients plays a very crucial role here, e.g. consider
that h shuttles between the local cells ofMSS1 and MSS2 such
that it resides in any cell long enough to receive only one message
transmission. LetMSS3 issue multicast messages at such a frequency
that wheneverh switches cells, a message fromMSS3 is available
for delivery to h at the new cell. Now, if “deliverable” messages are
scheduled for transmission in increasing order of initiator-MSS ids, then
delivery of messages with initiator-MSS ids greater thanMSS3 could
be forever postponed.
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ack_listi (M) message, the following condition needs to
be first satisfied :
Dests(M)

T
Locali � ack_listi (M) and ack_listi (M) 6= ;

i.e., MSSi will send a non-emptyack_listi (M) message
only if there is no local MH that is an intended recip-
ient of M but has not yet receivedM. The role of this
condition is therefore, to collect a maximal set of ac-
knowledgments atMSSi before forwarding them to the
initiator. However, in the worst case, depending on when
M reaches every participant MSSs and the mobility of the
destination MHs, the number ofack_list()messages sent
may equal |Dests(M)|.

In our system model, besides the messages sent over
the fixed network, the number of wireless messages
is also an important parameter of performance. The
M_CAST protocol associates a list of local MHs, viz.lo-
cal_dests(M), with an entry forM in the transmit queue.
This allows for a messageM to be sent to multiple lo-
cal MHs with a single transmission using the broadcast
capability of the wireless medium. However, as with
sendingack_list() messages, a combination of message
latency over the fixed network and mobility pattern of
the individual target MHs could force a separate wireless
message to be transmitted for each target MH.

The M_CAST protocol requires the initiator to contact
every MSS. Reliable communication between the initiator
and other MSSs can be implemented on top of “best-
effort” multicast routing protocols for static-host groups,
such as [3]. From a scalability standpoint, M_CAST
is intended for delivering multicast messages to mobile
hosts within a singlecampusand needs to be suitably
modified for inter-campusoperation.

6. Conclusions

This paper first presented a system model for incorpo-
rating mobile hosts within a network of fixed hosts, de-
rived from the architecture of [5]. It was shown that mo-
bility of hosts coupled with network latency, introduce a
new dimension to the problem of reliably delivering mul-
ticast messages without duplication, even in the absence
of failures. Multicast routing algorithms such as [3] and
different message delivery abstractions[1] have hitherto
been limited to delivering messages to static hosts. It is
our thesis that even with a reliable environment, mobil-
ity of hosts offers a new set of problems that need to be
solved in order to incorporate mobile hosts within static
networks.

In this paper, we focussed on how delivery of mul-
ticast messages is affected by a change in location of a
mobile recipient. The ability of a mobile host to connect

to the fixed network from different locations at different
times combined with varying message latencies between
static hosts (MSSs) in the fixed network, allows for the
possibility that a mobile host may receive a multicast
message at more than one location or may altogether
miss receiving the message. This paper presented the
M_CAST protocol for efficiently multicasting a message
to multiple mobile destinations. It ensures that a mul-
ticast message will be delivered to a mobile destination
exactly onceeven though it may move between different
MSSs during the execution of the protocol. The proto-
col maintained an array,h_RECD[N], for each mobile
host h that is always stored within the static portion of
the network; whenh swicthes its cell,h_RECD is trans-
ferred to the local MSS of the new cell as part of the
handoffprocedure. The size of this array is proportional
to the number of MSSs in the system and independent
of the number of MHs; MHs can be expected to vastly
outnumber MSSs.
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